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ER
CANADA SOCC Y
BELIEVES EVERVES
PLAYER DESERIBLE
THE BEST POSS
SOCCER
EXPERIENCE.
Whether they dream of playing for
Canada’s National Teams or simply
want to have fun with their friends,
taking the right approach to the
game when children are young sets
the stage for a lifetime of enjoyment.
The Canada Soccer Pathway provides a roadmap
for players of all ages and aspirations who want
to play soccer at the recreational, competitive or
high performance EXCEL levels, with the aim of
encouraging lifelong participation. The Pathway
is built around the principles of Long-Term Player
Development (LTPD).
For players under the age of 12, many of whom are
lacing up cleats for the first time, the goal of this
approach is simple:

GET KIDS TO FALL IN
LOVE WITH THE GAME.

STAGE THREE:

LEARNING
TO TRAIN
(U-8/U-11 F, U-9/U-12 M)

This “golden age
of learning,” when
children become less
self-centered and are
more able to reflect
on their actions and
learn from mistakes,
provides an optimal
window for further
development of
skills. The focus is
on learning by doing,
building a larger
repertoire of soccer
movements and
teaching the basic
principles of play in a
fun and challenging
environment.
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ROLE OF THE COACH

THE ROLE OF

THE COACH
Teacher. Mentor. Role model.
Cheerleader. Parent.
Occasional disciplinarian.
Soccer coaches wear many different hats,
particularly when they’re training young
players, many of whom are lacing up their
cleats for the first time. You might find
yourself leading a fun activity one minute
and reining in a distracted player the next.
You must be flexible, because a session
or drill that was meant to last 10 minutes
might need to be switched up after half
that time to keep the players engaged.
Above all, make sure everyone is enjoying
the session—including you.

Being a coach is demanding, but it’s also
incredibly rewarding. There’s nothing quite
like witnessing the thrill a young player
gets when they score their first goal, or
make a fantastic pass. And the lessons a
child learns from a good coach can last a
lifetime.
The objective isn’t just to develop better
soccer players—it’s to develop wellrounded people who are disciplined,
persistent and able to work well with
others.
Shaping the lives of young people is a
tremendous responsibility. As a coach,
you must do everything you can to foster
a player’s love for the game, and to help
them achieve their potential.
Good coaches seek out new ways to
develop their knowledge of the game and
how players learn. This toolkit is designed
to get you started.
But it’s not just about what you teach. It’s
about how you teach.
Ultimately, it’s your personality and
enthusiasm that will have the biggest
impact on your players.

SECTION
COACHING TIPS

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY:

COACHING TIPS
Every soccer player is unique
and it’s important to understand
and appreciate the differences
between players at various
age levels.
When you’re planning a training session,
consider the group of players you’re

working with and the outcomes you want
to achieve, and choose your coaching
method accordingly.
In no particular order, here are five
coaching techniques that will give you
some options to help meet the needs of
individual players:

1

2

3

4

5

Command:

Question &
Answer:

Observation
& Feedback:

Guided
Discovery:

Trial &
Error:

The coach
tells the player
what to do and
demonstrates it
(“I want you to
pass the ball to
your partner.”).

The coach leads
with a question
and requests
an answer from
players (“Which
one of your
teammates could
you pass the ball
to?”).

The coach and
players observe
an activity and
discuss the
outcome (“Let’s
watch and see
what happens.”).

The coach asks a
question and
issues a challenge
(“Can you show
me how you would
get the ball past
the defender?”).
The player then
demonstrates
how he/she
would do it.

The players and/
or coach decide
on a challenge,
and the players
are encouraged
to find their own
solutions with
minimal support
from the coach.

Remember, a method that works well

how wonderful a coach you are, it’s very

with one player may not be effective with

difficult to force a player to be interested

another. So it’s important to be flexible,

in your training session when he or she

to set realistic goals and to give positive

really doesn’t want to be there. Make the

feedback as often as possible. It’s also

experience lots of fun and all your players

important to remember that, no matter

will want to come back the next time.
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PREFERRED TRAINING MODEL

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY:

OUR PREFERRED
TRAINING MODEL
Canada Soccer recommends a “station”
approach to training. Players move from
one skill-building activity to the next at
regular intervals. The time spent on each
activity varies based on the age of the
player (see “Training Template”).
This method is not only more fun for
young players—who tend to have short
attention spans—but also allows training
sessions to be tailored to a team’s
individual needs, depending on the
number of players, the number of parents

and coaches present, and the available
facilities.
Each training session is built around four
activity stations, one focusing on General
Movement skills, one on Co-ordination,
one on Soccer Technique and another
on Small-Sided Games. Addressing
all four of these training “pillars” at each
practice session will help develop wellrounded young players with a foundation
in physical literacy, solid soccer skills and,
ideally, an enduring love of the game.

Training Template
For players at the Learning to Train stage (U-8/U-11 girls; U-9/U-12 boys),
training sessions should be 75-90 minutes long and comprised of:

10%

10%

40%

40%

General Movement

Coordination

Soccer Technique

Small-Sided Games

This tool kit will give you ideas
for specific activities under

One coach or parent working with a single group
of players on a half field can simply switch up the
“pillar” activities throughout the session.

each of the four training
pillars. How you set up your
training sessions is entirely up
to you. For example:

6

If you have a full field, two or more coaches/
parent volunteers and 12 or more players, you
may choose to divide the players into two or more
groups and have them rotate through stations
being run simultaneously.
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STAGE 3—(U-8/U-11 F, U-9/U-12 M)

E
U
Q
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E
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R
SOCCE
A player’s soccer technique—which revolves around
core skills such as dribbling, shooting, fakes, turns,
controlling the ball, and passing—will improve
through:
Ř *HWWLQJORWVRIWRXFKHVRQWKHEDOO
Ř )XQFRPSHWLWLRQVWKDWPRWLYDWHSOD\HUVWRXVH
GLIIHUHQWWHFKQLTXHV
Ř 2SSRUWXQLWLHVWRPDNHTXLFNGHFLVLRQVDERXW
WKHEHVWWHFKQLTXHWRXVHLQDJLYHQVLWXDWLRQ
Ř 3OHQW\RISRVLWLYHIHHGEDFN
At the Learning to Train stage (U-8/U-11 Girls; U-9/U-12 Boys),
technique drills should make up about 40% of practice time
(i.e., roughly 35 minutes of a 90-minute training session).
The following activities focus on dribbling, control, passing,
shooting, and heading.

TIP

These activities will help players develop a feel for the ball in increasingly large
areas by continuing to work on fundamental techniques like dribbling, shooting, faking,

turning, and passing. While having fun is still a key motivator, discipline will become
more and more important as players transition from “game-playing” to “training.”
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

DRIBBLING
Stage
1, 2, 3
“Dribbling” means using your feet to move the ball
DRIBBLING
in a controlled way.

Watch the ball. Look up
often to see the field.

Keep your arms close
to the body.

Keep the ball as
close as possible.

8
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Stage 3.
SHIELDING

SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SHIELDING

“Shielding” is where the player keeps possession of the ball by
putting his/her body between the ball and
the defender.

Use your body to shield the
ball from your opponent.

Keep your body low
and your feet wide
apart for stability.

Maximize the distance
between the ball and your
opponent.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

Stage 3.
FEINT

FEINT

“A feint” (or fake) is a slight movement of the hips/shoulders
that suggests a move in one direction before you move sharply
in the other direction.

Keep your eyes
on the ball.

Fake a pass, and
step over the ball.

Touch the ball with the outside of
your foot to change direction.

10
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Stage 3.
STEPOVER

SOCCER TECHNIQUE

STEPOVER

“A stepover” is a turning move where you step over or around
the ball in a way that makes the defender think you’re turning
in one direction before you pivot the other way.

Keep your eyes
on the ball.

Fake a shot, and
step over the ball.

Plant one foot beside the other.

Touch the ball with the outside of
your foot to change direction.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

Stage 3.
SCISSORS
SCISSORS

“Scissors” combines the feint and stepover: along with the
movement of your hips/shoulders, you step over or around
the ball with one foot to make the defender believe you’re
going to move the ball one way, before pivoting sharply past
them in the other direction.

Keep your eyes
on the ball.

Swing your foot
around the
front of the ball.

Touch the ball with the outside of
your foot to change direction.

12
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 1: “SOCCER 1 V 1”

30
12 X 10
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
r 6QUPQMBZFST XPSLJOHJOQBJST
CBMMQFSQBJS

r i4XJUDIumBGUFSUVSOT 1MBZFSTUBSUT
XJUIUIFCBMM

OPTIONS:
INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(Pum1MBZFSQBTTFTUIFCBMMUP
1MBZFSXIPVTFTESJCCMJOHTLJMMT
FH UVSOJOH BDDFMFSBUJOH GBLJOH BOE
TIJFMEJOH UPNPWFUIFCBMMUPFJUIFS
UBSHFUDPOF1MBZFSUSJFTUPUBLFUIF
CBMMBXBZ1MBZFSTDPSFTQPJOUCZ
ESJCCMJOHUIFCBMMPWFSBUBSHFUDPOF
CZTIJFMEJOHBOEFWBEJOHUIFQSFTTVSF
GSPN1MBZFS1MBZFSTDPSFTQPJOUT
CZNPWJOHSJHIUBXBZUPBDDFMFSBUFQBTU
1MBZFSBOEESJCCMFPWFSBUBSHFUDPOF

r i4IJFMEumUIFSFDFJWJOHQMBZFS
QSBDUJDFTTIJFMEJOHUIFCBMMCFGPSF
NBLJOHBNPWFUPUSZBOECFBUUIF
EFGFOEFS
r i4USBJHIUUISPVHIumSBUIFSUIBO
TIJFMEJOH UIFSFDFJWJOHQMBZFSNVTU
NPWFSJHIUBXBZUPESJCCMFUIFCBMMQBTU
UIFEFGFOEFS

* See illustration, p. 10
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 2: “DIAGONAL DRIBBLING”

30 X 20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 8 players, each with a ball,
working in pairs.

Ř Have players use different moves
(e.g. stepover**).

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř Partners start lined up at opposite
corners.
Ř “Go!” – dribble towards your partner
and use a feint* to dribble around and
continue to the other corner.

Ř One ball per pair: Player 1 starts with
the ball and Player 2 comes out from
the opposite corner to challenge for it.
If Player 2 wins the ball, the next player
in line at Player 1’s corner comes out to
challenge, and so on.
Ř Add goals on each end line and have
players try to score once they’ve won
the ball.

* See illustration, p. 10
** See illustration, p. 11

14
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 3: “ON THE ATTACK”

30
10 X 10
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
Ř Up to 12 players, split into two equal
teams; all but two players with a ball.
Ř Players without a ball (the defenders)
move inside the centre square; the
other players (attackers) line up
opposite the goal.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumBUUBDLFSTESJCCMFUIFCBMM
UPXBSETUIFEFGFOEFS BOEVTFUIFJS
ESJCCMJOHTLJMMT FH GBLJOH UVSOJOH 
TIJFMEJOH BOEBDDFMFSBUJOH UPCFBUUIF
EFGFOEFSCFGPSFTIPPUJOHPOHPBM
5IFBUUBDLFSUIFONPWFTUPUIFCBDLPG
UIFMJOFBUUIFPQQPTJUFFOE

r i4XJUDIumSPUBUFEFGFOEFSTBGUFSFBDI
BUUBDLFSIBTIBEUVSOT
r )BWFQMBZFSTVTFEJGGFSFOUNPWFTUPUSZ
UPCFBUUIFJSPQQPOFOUT FHTUFQPWFS 
TDJTTPST 

OPTIONS:
Ř Instead of tagging players, the defender
tries to take the ball away. If successful,
the other player becomes the defender.

* See illustration, p. 12
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 4: “LISTEN UP!”

SET UP:
Ř Up to 12 players, all but 2 of them
with a ball.
Ř Line up cones/markers in various
configurations (i.e., zig zags, different
angles, straight line) with 2 gates
marked out by cones.
Ř 1 player without a ball stands behind
each gate.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumESJCCMFZPVSCBMMUISPVHIUIF
PCTUBDMFDPVSTFBOEBDDFMFSBUFUPUBLF
UIFCBMMUISPVHIUIFHBUFPGZPVSDIPJDF

16

r i-FGU3JHIUumJGZPVSDPBDITIPVUT
i-FGU uQBTTUPUIFQMBZFSPOZPVSMFGU
*GZPVSDPBDITIPVUTi3JHIU uQBTTUP
UIFQMBZFSPOZPVSSJHIU3FNFNCFSUP
LFFQUIFCBMMNPWJOHBOEQBTTVTJOH
UIFJOTJEFPSPVUTJEFPGZPVSGPPU

OPTIONS:
r $IBOHFUIFBOHMFBOEEJTUBODF
CFUXFFOUIFDPOFTNBSLFSTUPJODSFBTF
UIFDIBMMFOHF
r 3FNPWFUIFPCTUBDMFDPVSTFBOEIBWF
QMBZFSTESJCCMFTUSBJHIUEPXOBDIBOOFM
BOEUISPVHIBOFOEHBUFCFGPSFQBTTJOH
POUIFSVO
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

age 1, 2, 3
Stage 1, 2, 3
ONTROL: Control with Top of Foot (Laces)
CONTROL: Control with Inside of Foot

CONTROL

“Control” means using your feet and other parts of
your body (except your arms and hands) to keep the ball
close in order to then pass, dribble or shoot.

Get in position behind the ball.
Lower your leg
as the ball makes contact.

age 1, 2, 3
ONTROL: Control with Thigh
Try to match the speed of the
ball with your leg to cushion it.

Get in position behind the ball.

Stage 3.
CONTROL: Control with Chest
Lower your leg
as the ball makes contact.

Try to match the speed of the
ball with your leg to cushion it.

Inside of Foot

Top of Foot (Laces)

Get in position behind the ball.
Get in position behind the ball.

Try to absorb the impact of the
ball with your body in order to
control it.

Lower your leg
as the ball makes contact.
Try to match the speed of the ball
with your leg to cushion it.

Thigh

Chest

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT — STAGE 3: LEARNING TO TRAIN
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

CONTROL

ACTIVITY 1: “CONTROL AND SCORE!”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

r 6QUPQMBZFST JOHSPVQTPG
CBMMQFSHSPVQ

r i5ISPXJOumJOTUFBEPGBHSPVOEQBTT 
1MBZFSUISPXTUIFCBMMUP1MBZFS XIP
IBTUPDPOUSPMJUXJUIUIFGPPU UIJHIPS
DIFTUCFGPSFUVSOJOHUPHFUQBTU1MBZFS
1MBZFSNVTUSFNFNCFSUPTIJFMEUIF
CBMMPOUIFàSTUUPVDI

r /VNCFSFBDIHSPVQ

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumXIFOUIFDPBDIDBMMTZPVS
HSPVQTOVNCFS 1MBZFSQBTTFTUP
1MBZFS XIPDPOUSPMTUIFCBMMXJUIUIFJS
GPPU1MBZFSUVSOTBOEUSJFTUPHFUQBTU
1MBZFS XIPTUBOETJOUIFXBZ CVU
EPFTOPUUSZUPUBLFUIFCBMM1MBZFS
TIPPUTPOHPBM

r i$IBMMFOHFum1MBZFSCFDPNFTBO
BDUJWFEFGFOEFS BOEDIBMMFOHFTGPS
UIFCBMM

r i4XJUDIumQMBZFSTTXBQSPMFTBGUFS
UVSOTSPUBUFUFBNTGSFRVFOUMZ

18
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

CONTROL

ACTIVITY 2: “MONKEYS IN THE MIDDLE”

35
30 X 15
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

r 6QUPQMBZFST XPSLJOHJOUFBNTPG

r i$IBMMFOHFumUIFEFGFOEJOHUFBN
TFOETQMBZFSTJOUPUIFBUUBDLJOH
UFBNT[POFUPDIBMMFOHFGPSUIFCBMM

r %FGFOEJOHUFBNMJOFTVQJOUIFNJEEMF
PGUIFàFME XJUIBUUBDLJOHUFBNTMJOFE
VQPOFJUIFSTJEFPGUIFàFME

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumUIFDPBDISPMMTUIFCBMMUPPOFPG
UIFBUUBDLJOHUFBNT5PTDPSFBQPJOU 
UIFZNVTUDPNQMFUFQBTTFTBOEUIFO
TFOEUIFCBMMUPUIFPUIFSBUUBDLJOH
UFBN5IFEFGFOEJOHUFBNNVTUTUBZJO
UIFNJEEMFUPJOUFSDFQUUIFQBTT*GUIFZ
EP UIFZTDPSFBQPJOU5IFDPBDIUIFO
SPMMTUIFCBMMUPUIFPUIFSBUUBDLJOHUFBN
BOEUIFEFGFOEFSTTQJOBSPVOEUPGBDF
UIFNBOEUSZUPCMPDLUIFQBTTBDSPTT

r &BDIBUUBDLJOHUFBNNVTUQBTTUJNFT
CFGPSFUSBOTGFSSJOHUIFCBMMJOUPUIF
PUIFSUFBNT[POF
r 5IFDPBDIUISPXTUIFCBMMUPTUBSUTP
QMBZFSTNVTUDPOUSPMXJUIUIFJSGPPU 
UIJHIPSDIFTUCFGPSFQBTTJOH

r i4XJUDIumUFBNTTXBQSPMFTBGUFSFBDI
BUUBDLJOHUFBNIBTIBEUIFCBMMUJNFT

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT — STAGE 3: LEARNING TO TRAIN
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

CONTROL

ACTIVITY 3: “PASS TO STRIKER”

SET UP:
Ř Up to 10 players. All of them have a ball,
except 2 who are called “strikers”;
1 goalkeeper.

Ř Strikers should control, turn and shoot
using just 3 touches.
Ř “Switch!” – players swap roles after
each striker has had 3 shots on goal.

Ř Number the players with a ball (i.e., 1-7).

OPTIONS:
INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř Numbered players start outside the
penalty area; strikers start inside.
Ř “Go!” – when the coach shouts your
number, pass your ball to one of the
strikers, who controls it, turns and
shoots on goal. The strikers alternate
shots.

20

r i5ISPXJOumJOTUFBEPGBHSPVOEQBTT 
OVNCFSFEQMBZFSTUISPXUIFCBMMPSEPB
CPVODFQBTTUPUIFTUSJLFSXIPDPOUSPMT
XJUIUIFGPPU UIJHI DIFTUPSIFBE
CFGPSFUVSOJOHUPTIPPU
r "EEBEFGFOEFSBOEIBWFTUSJLFSTXPSL
UPHFUIFSCZQBTTJOHUPHFUBTIPU
POOFU
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

CONTROL

ACTIVITY 4: “CONTROL TO CORNER”

20
30 X 20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř 5 players plus a coach; 1 ball.

Ř Instead of a ground pass, the coach/
server bounces or throws the ball so the
receiver has to control it with the foot,
thigh, chest or head before passing.

Ř 4 numbered players (1-4), plus 1
receiver and 1 coach/server.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Ř “How fast can you pass?” – Receiver
gets 10 seconds to control and pass.

Ř Numbered players stand behind gates
set up at each of the 4 corners, with the
receiver in the middle.

Ř “Make it quick!” – Coach/server delays
calling the number until the receiver
gets the ball to force a quick decision.

Ř “Go!” – coach/server passes the ball
to the receiver and calls out a number
from 1-4. The receiver scores a point if
he/she uses only 2 touches to control
the ball and pass it through the gate to
the teammate with that number.
Ř “Switch!” – players swap roles after
5 turns.

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT — STAGE 3: LEARNING TO TRAIN
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

PASSING

your2,feet
Stage
3 to get the
Stage 1, 2, 3“Passing” means using
teammates
way. Chip Pass
PASSING:
PASSING: Push
Pass in a controlled

ball to your

Chip Pass

Push Pass

Keep eyes
on the ball.

Angle foot to
the side at 90˚.
Foot planted.
Foot planted.

Contact near the
centre of the ball.

Angle your foot to contact the ball
with the inside of the foot. Kick past
the ball towards the target.

Contact the ball straight
to create backspin.

Contact near the
bottom of the ball.

22
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Wedge the toe under
the ball to lift it.

SOCCER TECHNIQUE

PASSING

ACTIVITY 1: “DIAMOND PATTERN PASS”

SET UP:
Ř 4 players; 1 ball.
Ř Number the points of the diamond (1-4).

Ř “Change direction!” – start passing
in the opposite direction
(i.e., Point 4 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 1).

OPTIONS:

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – the player on Point 1 passes
the ball through the centre to the player
opposite on Point 3. The player on Point
3 receives the ball and passes it to the
player on Point 2. The player on Point 2
receives the ball and passes it through
the centre to the player opposite on
Point 4. The Player on point 4 passes it
to the player on Point 1. Players move
1 point to their right and start again.
Remember: try to receive and pass
quickly in just 2 touches!

Ř Add a second ball.
Ř Use your other foot to pass
and/or receive.
Ř Follow your pass to a new point.
Ř Pass through/around cones inside
the diamond.

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT — STAGE 3: LEARNING TO TRAIN
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

PASSING

ACTIVITY 2: “INTO THE ZONE”

20
30 X 20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
r 6QUPQMBZFST JOUXPFRVBMUFBNT
r 5FBNTBSFTQMJUJOUPUXPTNBMMFSHSPVQT
XJUIBOFRVBMOVNCFSPGQMBZFST
0OFCBMM
r 'JFMEJTEJWJEFEJOUP[POFTUFBN
HSPVQTMJOFVQJOBMUFSOBUF[POFT

INSTRUCTIONS:

r i4XJUDIumSPUBUFHSPVQTGSPNUIF
JOTJEF[POFTUPUIFPVUTJEF[POFTFWFSZ
NJOVUFT

OPTIONS:
Ř Try to pass in just one touch.
Ř “Keep moving!” – players within a zone
must move around and switch positions
constantly so no one stands still.

r i(PumTDPSFBQPJOUCZQBTTJOH
UIFCBMMJOTJEFZPVS[POFBOEUIFO
QBTTJOHUISPVHIUIFPQQPTJUJPOUP
ZPVSUFBNNBUFTJOUIFOFYU[POF*G
UIFPQQPTJUJPOJOUFSDFQUTUIFCBMM JUT
UIFJSUVSOUPUSZBOEHFUBQBTTUPUIFJS
UFBNNBUFT3FNFNCFSUSZUPSFDFJWF
BOEQBTTRVJDLMZJOKVTUUPVDIFT

24
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

PASSING

ACTIVITY 3: “TEAM PASSING”

40
30 X 25
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, working in 3 teams;
1 ball per team.

Ř “Short, Short, Long” – on your team,
make 2 short distance passes, followed
by a longer one. Call out “short” or
“long”, with each pass to help keep the
rhythm.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – move around the field and pass
the ball with your teammates. Keep your
head up, and try to pass both around
and between players on the other
teams. Remember: receive and pass
quickly in just 2 touches!

Ř Remove one ball: the team without a
ball plays defense, and tries to win the
balls from the other two teams.

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY: COACH’S TOOL KIT — STAGE 3: LEARNING TO TRAIN
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

PASSING

ACTIVITY 4: “TRANSFER PASS”

35
30 X 15
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 8 players, in 2 teams of
4 players each.

Ř Increase the number of passes to score
a point.

Ř Use cones to mark out 2 adjacent
squares on the field, as shown.

Ř Every player on the attacking team
must touch the ball at least once.

Ř Name the teams: A (red) & B (white).

Ř Allow 1 additional defender to challenge
for the ball, creating a 4 v 3 situation.

Ř Set up a 4 v 2 in one square, with 4
Team A players (attackers) and 2 Team
B players (defenders); the other Team B
players start in the adjacent square.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – Team A starts with the ball and
tries to pass 5 times without Team B
intercepting it. If Team B (defending)
wins the ball, they pass to their
teammates in the other square. Team B
then becomes the attacking team and
Team A must send in 2 players to try to
win the ball back.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SHOOTING
Stage 1, 2, 3

“Shooting” means using your feet to score.
SHOOTING: Shot — PASSING: Driven Pass

Keep eyes on the ball.

Shooting foot is pointed.

Foot planted.

Contact near
the centre or the
bottom of the ball,
depending on
whether you want to
shoot low or high.

Point your foot to contact the ball
with the laces. Kick past the ball and
point the toes towards the target.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 1: “CLOSE QUARTERS”

SET UP:
Ř Up to 12 players, in 2 equal teams;
1 goalkeeper.
Ř 2 defenders and 4 strikers start in the
penalty area; 2 support players for the
attacking team are on opposite sides of
the penalty area.

INSTRUCTIONS:

r i4XJUDIumEFGFOEFSTXJMMHFUUJSFE TP
SPUBUFUIFNGSFRVFOUMZ4XBQSPMFTBGUFS
NJOVUFT

OPTIONS:
Ř Add 1 or 2 defenders to create a 4 v 3
or 4 v 4 situation in the penalty area.
Ř Attacking team must pass at least 3
times before shooting.

r i(PumUIFDPBDITFSWFTUIFCBMMGSPN
UIFUPQPGUIFQFOBMUZBSFBUPPOFPGUIF
TUSJLFST XIPUSJFTUPTDPSFJNNFEJBUFMZ
PSQBTTUPBUFBNNBUFTPUIFZDBO
TDPSF"HPBMJTXPSUIPOFQPJOU5IF
BUUBDLJOHUFBNDBOBMTPQBTTUPFJUIFS
PGUIFUXPPVUTJEFTVQQPSUQMBZFST XIP
IBWFUPVDIFTUPQBTTUIFCBMMCBDL
JOUPUIFTUSJLFST*GUIFEFGFOEFSTXJOUIF
CBMMBOEESJCCMFJUVOEFSDPOUSPMPVUPG
UIFQFOBMUZBSFB UIFZHFUBQPJOU
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 2: “READY, SET, SHOOT!”

SET UP:
Ř Up to 10 players (8 attackers, each with
a ball, 1 striker, 1 goalkeeper).
Ř Number the attackers (i.e., Players 1-8),
and position them as shown.

Ř “Switch!” – after the striker has taken a
shot from every attacker, swap roles
(i.e., striker becomes Player 1, who
becomes Player 2, etc. and Player 8
moves to striker).

OPTIONS:

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř Striker starts at the top of the penalty
area and tries to shoot with just one
touch on the ball.
Ř “Go!” – the striker runs towards the
goal. Player 1 rolls the ball into the
striker’s path. The striker uses his/her
left foot to shoot on goal, then runs
back to the start and looks for a pass
from Player 2. Player 2 rolls the ball so
the striker has to shoot with his/her
right foot. The striker runs back to the
start each time and looks for passes
from the next players, in sequence.

Ř Have the attackers vary their passes
to challenge the striker: 1. Rolling the
ball to one side or the other. 2. Passing
it with their foot at different speeds. 3.
Throwing the ball in the air so the striker
has to try to volley it into the net with
their foot, thigh or head.
Ř How fast can you shoot? Record the
amount of time it takes each striker to
shoot a full series. Take 3 seconds off
the total time for every goal scored.
The fastest time wins!
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 3: “ALTERNATE ATTACKS”

20
30 METRE
X 20 METERS
CHANEL

SET UP:
Ř In an area approximately twice the size
of the penalty area – set up 4 lines of
players at each end with goals in the
middle, and 2 goalkeepers.
Ř Number the lines from 1-4. When
looking at the goal, line 1 is far left,
line 4 is far right.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř First player in line 1 dribbles forward
and sends a pass to the top of the
penalty box for players in lines 2 and
3 to attack and shoot at goal. Players
then swap ends and go to the back of
their respective lines.

30

Ř Start the next attack from line 1 at the
opposite end, Alternate attacks from
line 1 then line 4. Rotate players in the
central lines (2 and 3) with wide lines
(1 and 4) every 10 shots.

OPTIONS:
Ř Players in lines 2 and 3 shoot on their
first touch.
Ř Have all four players participate in
each attack.
Ř Add a defender at each end.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 4: “1-2-3 FINISH!”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, in groups of 4
(2 central strikers, 2 wingers);
1 goalkeeper.

Ř Winger delivers the cross in the air so
the attacker has to use a controlling
touch with the chest, thigh or foot
before shooting on goal.

Ř Players 1 & 4 are wingers;
Players 2 & 3 are strikers.

Ř Add 1-2 defenders to challenge for
the ball.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – Player 3 passes to Player 2,
who passes wide to Player 4. Player
4 makes a cross into the penalty area
for Player 3 to receive and shoot on
goal, with Players 1 and 2 running in to
provide support. Repeat with Player 3
passing wide to Player 1, and Player 2
shooting on goal.
Ř “Switch!” – have players swap positions
frequently.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

HEADING

“Heading” means using your forehead to control
the ball, to pass to a teammate, to clear the ball
from in front of your net, or to shoot.
Stage 3.
HEADING Attacking Header
Attacking Header

Align yourself
with the ball.

Stage 3.
HEADING: Defensive Header

Jump up to meet the ball.
Direct it down and toward
the target.

Defensive Header

Align yourself
with the ball.

Jump up to meet the
ball. Direct it up high.

Contact the top half of the ball with
the bottom of your forehead.

Contact the bottom of the ball
with the top of your forehead.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

HEADING

ACTIVITY 1: “HEADING 101”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, working in pairs;
1 ball per pair.

Ř Players toss the ball lightly in the air
before heading it, but keep their hands
close to help guide the ball to
their partner.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – hold the ball with both hands
then pull it back towards your forehead.
Head it through your hands to your
partner, who catches it. Take turns
heading the ball back and forth. While
you’re learning the skill, do not throw
the ball. Concentrate on generating
power by using your legs, hips and
upper body.

Ř One partner throws the ball gently to
the other, who heads it back. Repeat
10 times, then switch.
Ř “Direct the ball!” – head the ball
down to your partner’s feet (“attacking
header”), or up and over their head
(“defending header”).

Ř After 10 turns, each player takes
1 big step backwards.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

HEADING

ACTIVITY 2: “SERVE IT UP”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, working in groups
of 3; 1 ball per group.

Ř “Direct the ball!” – head the ball down
to the server’s feet, or up and over the
server’s head to your other teammate,
who catches it and throws it back to the
server.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř The player in the middle is the server,
and starts with the ball.
Ř “Go”! – the server gently tosses the
ball to a teammate, who heads it back.
The server catches the ball, then turns
to toss the ball to the other teammate,
who heads it back. Repeat.

Ř Have the server toss the ball slightly
short of each player, so the player has
to run and head the ball back while
in motion.

Ř “Switch!” – when each player has
headed the ball 5 times, swap roles.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

HEADING

ACTIVITY 3: “USE YOUR HEAD!”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Four players, working in 2 teams;
1 ball.

Ř Allow players to head the ball past
either opponent so they have to choose
which goal to aim for.

Ř Number players (1-4); Players 1 & 2 are
on one team, Players 3 & 4 on the other.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – Player 1 holds the ball and
serves it to Player 2, who tries to head
it past Player 4 on the opposite side of
the square. Then Player 4 serves the
ball to Player 3, who tries to head it past
Player 1. Continue until Players 2 & 3
have each headed the ball 3 times, then
switch roles so that they become the
servers and Players 1 & 4 head the ball.

Ř “No hands!” – goalkeepers cannot use
their hands to save the ball; instead,
they try to head their opponent’s shot
back into the opponent’s goal.

Ř Rotate players frequently.
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

HEADING

ACTIVITY 4: “INTO THE NET!”

SET UP:
Ř Up to 16 players, working in 4 groups;
1 goalkeeper.
Ř 2 groups of servers, each with a ball,
line up on either side of the goal.
Ř 2 groups of attacking players line up
opposite the servers at the top of the
penalty area.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – the first server throws the ball
to the first attacking player, who tries to
head it past the goalkeeper. The server
then runs to the back of the attacking
line, and the attacking player runs to
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the back of the serving line. Repeat
with the players on the other side of
the net. Continue until all players have
had a turn as both server and attacking
player.
Ř “Switch!” – players on the right move to
the left, and vice-versa.

OPTIONS:
r )BWFUIFTFSWFSTPOUIFMFGUUISPXUIF
CBMMUPUIFBUUBDLJOHQMBZFSTPOUIFSJHIU 
BOEWJDFWFSTB
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SOCCER TECHNIQUE

HEADING

ACTIVITY 5: “THROW, HEAD, CATCH”

30 X 20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
Ř Up to 12 players, working in 2 teams;
1 ball.
Ř Use cones to mark out 2 end zones.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – the object of the game is to
get the ball into the other team’s end
zone. Players move the ball up the
field by throwing it to a teammate, who
heads the ball to another teammate
to catch. Then that player throws the
ball to another teammate to head, etc.
Continue the sequence of throw, head,
catch. Players have to stand still when
they’re in possession of the ball. If the
other team intercepts the ball, it’s their
turn to try and score a point.

Ř Introduce the offside rule:
players can’t stand in the end zone
to wait for a pass, but can only run
to receive when the ball is thrown or
headed into the end zone.

OPTIONS:
Ř Add goals and goalkeepers. Continue
the sequence of throw, head, catch, but
now the players try to head the ball into
the other team’s net.
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STAGE 3—(U-8/U-11 F, U-9/U-12 M)

T
N
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M
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GENER
General Movement activities include:
Ř $JLOLW\ŎUXQQLQJFKDQJLQJGLUHFWLRQ
VSHHGLQJXSVORZLQJGRZQDQGVWRSSLQJ
Ř %DODQFHŎKRSSLQJMXPSLQJDQGODQGLQJ
Ř &RRUGLQDWLRQŎFRPELQLQJGLIIHUHQW
PRYHPHQWVPRYLQJZLWKWKHEDOOIDOOLQJ
DQGJHWWLQJXSVDIHO\
At the Learning to Train stage (U-8/U-11 Girls;
U-9/U-12 Boys), general movement activities should
make up about 10% of practice time (i.e., roughly 10
minutes of a 90-minute training session). At this age,
general movement drills can be integrated into the
warm-up at the start of each session.

TIP

At this stage, the continued development of players’ agility, speed and coordination is crucial. It’s important to challenge them often to move in different ways

and at different speeds—and circuits are a terrific way to do this. Every few minutes,
introduce a twist that goes beyond the basic drill: introduce time restrictions, for
instance, or have them hop on one foot for part of the drill.
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GENERAL MOVEMENT

GENERAL MOVEMENT

ACTIVITY 1: “ACROSS THE FIELD AND BACK AGAIN”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players.

Ř Challenge players to move in different
ways, i.e. hopping on one or both feet,
crab walking, etc.

Ř Use cones to mark out a circuit,
as shown.

Ř Drop and do 3 push-ups at every cone.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř Players start at the middle cone, and
move through the circuit one at a time.

Ř Make it a race by timing players as they
move through the circuit. The player
with the best time wins!

Ř “Go!” – run through the circuit as fast
as you can: 1. Run backwards from
the middle cone to the cone behind.
2. Sprint forward to the middle cone.
3. Shuffle sideways to the cone on your
left. 4. Shuffle sideways through the
middle all the way to the cone on your
right. 5. Shuffle sideways back to the
middle. 6. Sprint forward, jump over the
hurdle and finish!
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GENERAL MOVEMENT

GENERAL MOVEMENT

ACTIVITY 2: “4-CORNER CIRCUIT”

40
30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
r 6QUPQMBZFST
r 6TFDPOFT IVSEMFTBOEPSáBHTUPNBSL
PVUBDJSDVJU BTTIPXO
r .PEJGZUIFDJSDVJUEFQFOEJOHPOUIF
FRVJQNFOUBWBJMBCMF
r 1MBZFSTNPWFUISPVHIUIFDJSDVJUPOF
BUBUJNF TVQQPSUFECZUFBNNBUFT
TUBUJPOFEBUUIFDPSOFST 1MBZFST" # 
$ BOE% FBDIXJUIBCBMM

INSTRUCTIONS:

PWFSUIFIVSEMFTXJUIZPVSGFFUUPHFUIFS
6. 3FDFJWFBQBTTGSPN1MBZFS% UIFO
UVSOBOEESJCCMFUIFCBMMJOBOEPVU
PGUIFOFYUDPOFT 7.1BTTUP1MBZFS"
UPàOJTI
r i4XJUDIumXIFOUIFàSTUGPVSQMBZFST
IBWFàOJTIFEUIFDJSDVJU 1MBZFST"%
MJOFVQGPSUIFJSUVSO BOEOFXQMBZFST
UBLFUIFJSQMBDFBUUIFDPSOFST

OPTIONS:
Ř Make it a race by timing players as they
move through the circuit. The player
with the best time wins! Praise those
players who improve from one attempt
to another.

r i(PumNPWFUISPVHIUIFDJSDVJUBTGBTU
BTZPVDBO1.%SJCCMFUIFCBMMGPSXBSE 
UIFOUVSOBOEQBTTUP1MBZFS"2. 1JWPU
BOEDPOUJOVF KVNQJOHPWFSUIFQPMF
GSPNTJEFUPTJEFXJUIZPVSGFFUUPHFUIFS  Ř Challenge players by increasing (or
decreasing) the distance between
VOUJMZPVHFUUPUIFFOE3. 3FDFJWFB
cones and/or hurdles at each station,
QBTTGSPN1MBZFS#BOEESJCCMFUIFCBMM
and by having the players move in
JOBOEPVUPGDPOFTTFUXJEFBQBSU 
different ways (i.e. crawling under
UIFOTFUDMPTFSUPHFUIFS 4. 1BTTUIFCBMM
hurdles, hopping on one foot).
UP1MBZFS$5. 4QSJOUGPSXBSETBOEKVNQ
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GENERAL MOVEMENT

ACTIVITY 3: “X MARKS THE CIRCUIT”

40
30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
Ř Up to 12 players.
Ř Use cones, rings, a ladder and/or poles
to mark out an “X”-shaped circuit, as
shown.
Ř Modify the circuit depending on the
available equipment.
Ř Players move through the circuit two at
a time. Player 1 starts at Point A with a
ball, Player 2 at Point B.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumNPWFUISPVHIUIFDJSDVJUBT
GBTUBTZPVDBO1MBZFSESJCCMFTBCBMM
JOBOEPVUPGUIFQPMFT UIFODPOFT 
BMPOHPOFBSNPGUIF95IFOIFTIF
MFBWFTUIFCBMMBUUIFMBTUDPOFBOESVOT
UP1PJOU#"UUIFTBNFUJNF 1MBZFS
CPVOETUISPVHIUIFSJOHT UIFOUISPVHI

UIFSVOHTPGUIFMBEEFSPOUIFPUIFS
BSNPGUIF95IFOIFTIFSVOTUP1PJOU
"BOEQJDLTVQBCBMM1MBZFSBOE
1MBZFSSFQFBUFBDIPUIFSTPSJHJOBM
NPWFNFOUTUISPVHIUIFDJSDVJUCFGPSF
SVOOJOHCBDLUPUIFJSTUBSUMJOF5IFàSTU
QMBZFSCBDLXJOT

OPTIONS:
Ř Increase the challenge by increasing
(or decreasing) the distance between
obstacles.
Ř Have the players move in different
ways, i.e.: 1. Hop through the ladder
with your feet together. 2. Jump and
turn through the rings. 3. Hop on one
foot back to the start line.
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GENERAL MOVEMENT

GENERAL MOVEMENT

ACTIVITY 4: “RACE TO THE FINISH!”

SET UP:
Ř Up to 12 players, in groups of 3. Line
up 3 balls on both sides of the penalty
area, as shown. Use flags in front of the
goal line to represent “defenders”.
Ř Use cones, ladders, hurdles, rings, and/
or poles to mark out 3 parallel obstacle
courses, as shown, between the centre
line and the goal line.
Ř Modify the obstacles depending on the
available equipment.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumDBSSZPVUJOUISFFT5IFàSTU
QMBZFSTJOMJOFJOFBDIHSPVQ " #
$ TUBSUBUUIFTBNFUJNF BOENPWF
UISPVHIUIFJSPCTUBDMFDPVSTFTBTGBTU
BTUIFZDBO1. 8IFO1MBZFS"HFUT
UPUIFFOE IFTIFSVOTUPBCBMMBOE
TIPPUTPOHPBMGSPNPVUTJEFUIFQFOBMUZ
BSFB1MBZFS#BOE$SVOBSPVOEUIF
iEFGFOEFST uBTTIPXO UPàOJTIQBTU
42

UIFHPBMMJOF2. 4BNFTFRVFODF CVU
XJUI1MBZFS$UBLJOHBTIPUPOHPBM
BOE1MBZFST"BOE#SVOOJOHUISPVHI
UPàOJTI3. 1MBZFS"QBTTFTUP1MBZFS
# XIPTIPPUTPOHPBMXIJMF1MBZFST"
BOE$SVOUISPVHIUPàOJTI4. 4BNF
TFRVFODF CVUXJUI1MBZFS$QBTTJOH
$POUJOVFVOUJMBMMQMBZFSTIBWFIBE
BUVSO
r i4XJUDIumSPUBUFQMBZFSTTPFWFSZPOF
IBTBUVSOUISPVHIBMMPCTUBDMF
DPVSTFT

OPTIONS:
r "EEBHPBMLFFQFS
r 3FNPWFUIFáBHTBOEQMBDFPOMZPOF
CBMMJOUIFQFOBMUZBSFB5IFàSTUQMBZFS
UISPVHIUIFPCTUBDMFDPVSTFFBSOTB
DIBODFUPTIPPUBOETDPSF8IFOUIF
PUIFSQMBZFSTHFUUPUIFFOEPGUIFJS
PCTUBDMFDPVSTFT UIFZDBODIBMMFOHF
GPSUIFCBMM
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A player’s coordination will improve by:
Ř 7KHXVHRIIXQFRPSHWLWLRQVWR
PRWLYDWHSOD\HUV
Ř *HWWLQJORWVRIWRXFKHVRQWKHEDOO
Ř 8VLQJDOOSDUWVRIWKHIRRWDQGGLIIHUHQW
SDUWVRIWKHERG\WRFRQWUROWKHEDOO
Ř /HDUQLQJWRFRPELQHGLIIHUHQWPRYHPHQWV
LHFRQWUROZLWK\RXUFKHVWDQGNLFNZLWK
\RXUIRRW 
At the Learning to Train stage (U-8/U-11 Girls; U-9/U-12
Boys), coordination drills should make up about 10% of
practice time (i.e., roughly 10 minutes of a 90-minute
training session). The following activities focus on
dribbling, controlling the ball and passing to improve
coordination.

TIP

At this stage, players are ready to further their physical development—including
endurance, strength and multi-directional speed—through a variety of games and

activities. Players should be challenged to combine different movements (volleying
with the thigh and foot, for example) and to maintain control of the ball while under
pressure from opposing players.
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 1: “THE CHASE IS ON!”

40
30 X 40
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, working in pairs.

Ř Gradually decrease the distance until all
partners eventually get caught.

Ř One partner starts at the end line, the
other sits facing them in the middle of
the field.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumZPVSFUIFTUBOEJOHQMBZFS BMTP
LOPXOBTiUIFDIBTFSu8IFOUIFDPBDI
ZFMMTi(PuZPVSVOBTGBTUBTZPVDBOUP
DBUDIZPVSQBSUOFS)FTIFIBTUPTUBOE
VQ UVSOBOETQSJOUUPUIFFOEPGUIFàFME
UPBWPJECFJOHDBVHIUCZUIFiDIBTFSu
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Ř Have players start in different positions,
i.e., laying flat on their back, on their
belly, or in a push-up position.
Ř Each player has a ball: chasers have
to dribble their ball over the finish line
before their partner gets up, turns, and
dribbles to the finish.
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COORDINATION—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 2: “OFF TO THE RACES”

SET UP:

Ř “Switch!” – players switch positions
until all 3 have had a turn as the racer.

Ř Up to 12 players, in teams of 3;
no ball to start.
Ř Teams line up parallel to each other on
the field, with one player in the middle
(the “racer”). Players’ positions are
marked out with cones.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – middle players (racers) have
to sprint to one end, run around a
teammate, sprint to the other end and
run around the other teammate. Repeat
3-5 times, then run back to the middle
cone and strike a funny pose. The first
player to pose gets a point for their
team.

Ř Instead of running, racers can hop on
one foot or both feet together, skip,
crab walk, shuffle to the side, etc.

OPTIONS:
Ř Racer has a ball and dribbles around
both teammates 3 times and strikes a
funny pose with their foot on the ball at
the end.
Ř Each end player has a ball: racers
receive a ground pass and then pass
back before running around them.
Ř “Volley!” – end players hold the ball in
their hands and throw it to the racer to
volley back with the foot, thigh or head.
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 3: “IN THE ROUND”

30 20
X 20
METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players in a circle; enough
balls for half the players randomly
spaced around the playing area.

r i1BTTumSVOUPBCBMM àOEBOZQBSUOFS
BOEQBTTUIFCBMMCBDLBOEGPSUI
UJNFT-FBWFUIFCBMMBOELFFQSVOOJOH

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumQMBZFSTTUBSUSVOOJOHBSPVOEUIF
DJSDMFBOEQFSGPSNUBTLTBUUIFDPBDIT
DPNNBOE1. +VNQJOUIFBJSBOEUPVDI
ZPVSGFFUXJUIZPVSIBOET2. ,OFFTVQ
BOEKPHPOUIFTQPU3. )PQBSPVOEBOE
PWFSUIFCBMMTXJUIPVUUPVDIJOHUIFN
4. 8FBWFJOBOEPVUPGUIFCBMMTXJUIPVU
UPVDIJOHUIFN
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r i7PMMFZumSVOUPBCBMM àOEBOZQBSUOFS
BOEUISPXUIFCBMMTPIFTIFWPMMFZTJU
CBDLXJUIUIFGPPUPSUIJHI%SPQUIFCBMM
BOELFFQSVOOJOH
r &BDIQMBZFSIBTBCBMMESJCCMFBSPVOE
UIFDJSDMFBOEQFSGPSNEJGGFSFOUTLJMMTBU
UIFDPBDITDPNNBOE1. +VHHMFXJUI
ZPVSGPPUPSUIJHI2. )FBEJUGSPNZPVS
IBOETBOEDBUDIJU3. +PHJOQMBDFXIJMF
NBLJOHBMUFSOBUFUPVDIFTPOUIFCBMM
XJUIUIFTPMFTPGZPVSGFFU FUD
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 4: “YEE-HAW, GRANDMA!”

30 20
X 20
METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, working in pairs
around the perimeter of a large circle.

Ř Increase the challenge: 1. The runner
jumps off the piggyback and crawls
through his/her partner’s legs before
running around the circle, and does
the same before jumping back on.
2. The runner jumps off the piggyback,
leapfrogs their partner and crawls
through his/her legs before running,
and does the same on the way back.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř One partner picks up the other in a
piggyback.
Ř “Go!” – jump off your partner’s back
and run around the circle as fast as you
can. When you get back to your partner
jump back on, piggyback, and shout,
“Yee-haw, Grandma!” as loud as you
can. The first player to shout scores
a point for the team. Swap roles after
each turn. The pair with the most
points wins!

Ř Each pair has a ball: the runners
perform the same exercises as above
but have to dribble a ball around
the circle.
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—CONTROL

ACTIVITY 1: “HANDBALL”

30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, in 2 teams; 1 ball.

Ř Instead of throwing to pass, have
players throw the ball up and volley it
with their foot for their teammate
to catch.

Ř Use cones to mark out 2 end zones.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumNPWFUIFCBMMVQUIFàFMECZ
UISPXJOHJUCBDLBOEGPSUIXJUIZPVS
UFBNNBUFT4DPSFBQPJOUCZUISPXJOH
UIFCBMMUPBUFBNNBUFJOUIFPUIFS
UFBNTFOE[POF*GZPVIBWFUIFCBMM 
TUBOETUJMMVOUJMZPVQBTTJU

Ř Instead of simply catching the ball,
receiving players must control/juggle
it with a part of their body (i.e. foot,
thigh) before catching it. If the ball
hits the ground, the other team takes
possession.

Ř Introduce the offside rule: Remember,
you can’t wait in the end zone to
receive a pass, but you can run past the
opposing team’s line to receive it after
the ball is thrown.
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—CONTROL

ACTIVITY 2: “PIGGY IN THE MIDDLE”

20
30 X 15
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

r 6QUPQMBZFST JOUFBNTCBMM

Ř Instead of simply catching the ball, set
different control challenges: 1. Control
the ball with the foot before it hits the
ground. 2. Control with your thigh. 3.
Control with your chest. Remember:
use the controlling touch to move the
ball across your body (i.e. left thigh to
right foot, etc.).

r 6TFDPOFTUPEJWJEFUIFàFMEJOUP
FRVBM[POFT

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř The defenders are in the middle zone.
Ř “Go!” – the end-zone teams try to throw
the ball back and forth to each other,
while the defenders try to intercept
each pass.
Ř If an end zone team catches a pass,
they score a point. If they drop the ball,
they switch places with the team in the
middle.

Ř Instead of throwing, have players drop
the ball and volley it over to the other
side with the foot; receiving players
have to control the ball with the chest,
thigh or foot before it hits the ground.

Ř “Switch!” – after 5 passes, swap roles
so that each team has a turn in
the middle.
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—CONTROL

ACTIVITY 3: “GET TO WORK!”

30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
r 6QUPQMBZFSTFOPVHICBMMTGPS
IBMGUIFQMBZFST EJTUSJCVUFESBOEPNMZ
BSPVOEUIFàFME

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř “Go!” – run around the field without
touching any balls. Keep your head up
to avoid running into anyone!
Ř “Listen!” – follow the coach’s
instructions so you know what to do:
1. Knees up. 2. Kick your heels back.
3. Bunny hop. 4. Drop for 5 push-ups.
Ř When the coach shouts, “Ball!” race to
a ball as fast as you can and pick it up.
If you get one, you’re a “server.” Those
without a ball become “workers.”
Each worker has to visit 3 different
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servers, who will “serve” the ball
for them to volley back 3 times on
each foot.
Ř “Switch!” – servers and workers swap
roles so that everyone gets a turn to
volley before the next race to the ball.

OPTIONS:
Ř Have workers volley with the outside of
their foot or their laces, or control with
the chest, thigh or foot before passing
back. Remember to control across
your body (i.e. left side of chest to right
thigh, etc.)
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—CONTROL

ACTIVITY 4: “MISSION: CONTROL”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, in groups of 3;
1 ball per group.

Ř Set new volleying challenges for the
middle players: 1. Volley across your
body with the inside of your thigh (i.e.
left thigh to the player on your right).
2. Volley with the outside of your foot.
3. Volley with the top of your foot
across your body as you do when
shooting.

Ř Players stand about 5 metres apart.

INSTRUCTIONS:
Ř One of the outside players starts with
the ball in their hands. The middle
player stands sideways.
Ř “Go!” – the outside player throws the
ball to the middle player, who uses
the outside of his/her thigh to volley
it to the third player. The third player
catches the ball and throws it back to
the middle player, who uses the outside
of his/her other thigh to volley it back to
the first player.

Ř Work in a triangle: Player 1 throws to
Player 2, who volleys to Player 3, who
catches the ball and throws to Player 1,
who volleys to Player 2, etc.

Ř Switch!” – players swap roles after 5
volleys back and forth along the line.
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—PASSING

ACTIVITY 1: “READY, STEADY, ACTION!”

30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
r 6QUPQMBZFST JOUFBNT
r /VNCFSUFBNT

INSTRUCTIONS:

OPTIONS:

r 5FBNJTUIFiBDUJPOuUFBN

r "MMUFBNTBSFiBDUJPOuUFBNTBOE
QFSGPSNEJGGFSFOUUBTLTBUUIFDPBDIT
DPNNBOE,FFQZPVSIFBETVQUPBWPJE
CVNQJOHJOUPBOZPOF

r i(PumBMMUFBNTTUBSUSVOOJOHBSPVOE
UIFàFME0OUIFDPBDITDPNNBOE 
5FBNTBOEGSFF[FBOETUBOEPOPOF
MFHXIJMF5FBNQFSGPSNTBUBTL
1.)PQJOQMBDF2.#PVOEBSPVOEUIF
àFMEJOCFUXFFOUIFiGSP[FOuQMBZFST
3.4LJQ4. 4IVGáFUPUIFTJEF5. %SPQ
BOEEPQVTIVQT FUD8IFOUIF
DPBDITBZT i3VOuFWFSZPOFTUBSUT
SVOOJOHBSPVOEUIFàFMEBHBJO
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r i4XJUDIumBOPUIFSUFBNCFDPNFTUIF
BDUJPOUFBN$POUJOVFVOUJMBMMUFBNT
IBWFIBEBUVSO

r *ODPSQPSBUFBCBMMJOUPBMMUBTLT
*OEJWJEVBMESJCCMJOHSBUIFSUIBOSVOOJOH
BSPVOEUIFàFME1BTTJOHJOQBJST
#VOOZIPQTIPMEJOHUIFCBMMCFUXFFO
ZPVSLOFFT+VHHMJOHXJUIGFFUPS
UIJHIT)FBEJOHGSPNZPVSIBOETBOE
DBUDIJOHUIFCBMM FUD
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—PASSING

ACTIVITY 2: “TASK TAG”

30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, in 3 teams.

Ř Players on the tagging team each have a
ball, and have to dribble while they try to
tag players on the other teams.

Ř Number teams 1-3.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r 5FBNJTUIFiUBHHJOHuUFBN
r i(PumBMMUFBNTTUBSUSVOOJOHBSPVOE
UIFàFME XJUI5FBNTBOEUSZJOHUP
BWPJEHFUUJOHUBHHFECZ5FBN*G5FBN
BOEQMBZFSTHFUUBHHFE UIFZHPUP
UIFDMPTFTUUBTLDPSOFSBOEQFSGPSN
UIBUUBTL

Ř Instead of tagging with their hand,
players on the tagging team have to
pass to hit players below the knee in
order to send them to a task corner.
Ř Non-tagging teams have one ball each,
and have to dribble and pass with their
teammates while avoiding the taggers.

r i4XJUDIumBOPUIFSUFBNCFDPNFTUIF
UBHHJOHUFBN$POUJOVFVOUJMBMMUFBNT
IBWFIBEBUVSO
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—PASSING

ACTIVITY 3: “INVISI-BALL”

45
30 X 25
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

r 6QUPQMBZFST JOUFBNT

r )BWFUFBNTiQBTTuUPBQMBZFSJOUIF
FOE[POFUPTDPSFBQPJOU

r 6TJOHBOJNBHJOBSZCBMM QMBZFSTMFBSO
UPLFFQUIFJSIFBETVQBOEMJTUFOUP
FBDIPUIFS

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumJGUIFDPBDITIPVUTZPVSOBNF 
UIBUNFBOTZPVIBWFUIFiCBMMu*GB
QMBZFSPOUIFPUIFSUFBNUBHTZPVXIFO
ZPVIBWFUIFiCBMM uJUTUIFJSiCBMMu:PV
DBOiQBTTuCZTIPVUJOHBUFBNNBUFT
OBNF:PVTDPSFBQPJOUCZSVOOJOHXJUI
UIFiCBMMuJOUPUIFPUIFSUFBNTFOE[POF
XJUIPVUCFJOHUBHHFE
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r *OUSPEVDFBSFBMCBMMQMBZFSTTIPVUB
UFBNNBUFTOBNFCFGPSFQBTTJOH BOE
MPTFQPTTFTTJPOJGUIFZHFUUBHHFE
XIJMFIPMEJOHUIFCBMM PSJGBQBTTJT
JOUFSDFQUFECZUIFPUIFSUFBN
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COORDINATION

COORDINATION—PASSING

ACTIVITY 4: “THREE-WAY PASSING”

30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, in teams of 3;
1 ball per group.

Ř Try a one-touch pass.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Ř Introduce a second ball for each team.

r i(PumTUBSUUPNPWFBSPVOEUIFàFME 
BOEQBTTUIFCBMMCBDLBOEGPSUIXJUI
ZPVSUFBNNBUFT,FFQZPVSIFBEVQ
BOEBWPJECVNQJOHJOUPBOZPOF

Ř Increase the pace with changes of
speed and direction after every pass.

Ř Number each player (i.e., 1-3) and have
teams pass in that sequence.

r i-JTUFOumGPMMPXZPVSDPBDIT
JOTUSVDUJPOT1.1BTTXJUIUIFJOTJEFPG
FBDIGPPU2.1BTTXJUIUIFPVUTJEFPG
FBDIGPPU3.%SJCCMF UIFOEPBTIPSU
QBTT4.%SJCCMFBXBZ UIFOUVSOBOEEP
BMPOHQBTT5.8IFOSFDFJWJOH DPOUSPM
UIFCBMMXJUIUIFPVUTJEFPGZPVSGPPU 
UIFOUIFJOTJEF
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STAGE 3—(U-8/U-11 F, U-9/U-12 M)

S
E
M
A
G
D
E
D
I
S
SMALL
Ř $UH)81
Ř :LOOPRWLYDWH\RXUSOD\HUVPRUHWKDQ
DQ\RWKHUDFWLYLW\
Ř 6KRXOGLQYROYHDQDJHDSSURSULDWHOHYHORI
GHFLVLRQPDNLQJ LHZKDWWRGRZKHQ,KDYH
WKHEDOOZKDWWRGRZKHQ,GRQőWDQGKRZWR
ZRUNZHOOZLWKP\WHDPPDWHV 
Ř 3URYLGHSOD\HUVZLWKWKHEHVWFKDQFH
WRSUDFWLFHLQGLYLGXDOVNLOOV

At the Learning to Train stage (U-8/U-11 Girls; U-9/U-12 Boys),
small-sided games should make up about 40% of practice
time (i.e., roughly 35 minutes of a 90-minute training session).
The following games are designed to develop dribbling,
passing and shooting skills.

TIP

Many of the activities in this Tool Kit revolve around individual or group

competitions. If pinnies aren’t available to distinguish competing players from one
another, old t-shirts in colours that differ from the team’s uniform work too!
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 1: “ONE ON ONE”

30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, working in pairs
(1 attacker, 1 defender); 1 goalkeeper.

Ř If the defender wins the ball, he/she
can dribble out or try to score a point
by passing the ball into one of the two
smaller goals.

Ř One large goal; 2 smaller goals (or gates
marked out with cones) at the opposite
end of the field for defenders to aim for.

Ř Add players to create a 2 v 2 or
3 v 3 game.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r "UUBDLFSTMJOFVQBUUIFFOEMJOF
PQQPTJUFUIFHPBMLFFQFS%FGFOEFSTMJOF
VQPOPOFTJEFPGUIFàFME
r i(PumUIFàSTUEFGFOEFSQBTTFTUIF
CBMMUPUIFàSTUBUUBDLFSUIFOSVOT
POUPUIFàFMEUPDIBMMFOHFGPSUIFCBMM
5IFBUUBDLFSUSJFTUPESJCCMFQBTUUIF
EFGFOEFSBOETIPPUPOOFUUPTDPSF
r i4XJUDIumQMBZFSTTXBQSPMFT
$POUJOVFVOUJMBMMQMBZFSTIBWFIBEB
UVSOBTCPUIBUUBDLFSBOEEFGFOEFS
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 2: “ATTACK IN THE BOX”

40
30 X 25
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 10 players, in 2 teams; 2 coaches/
parents at opposite ends.

Ř Have players dribble into the goal
with the ball under control, rather than
shooting to score.

Ř Two small goals (or gates marked out
with cones) at each end.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r 5XPEFGFOEFSTBOEBUUBDLFSTJOFBDI
IBMGPGUIFàFME1MBZFSTIBWFUPTUBZJO
UIFJSiCPYFTu
r i(PumCPUIUFBNTUSZUPTDPSFPO
UIFJSPQQPOFOUTHPBMT1MBZFSTNPWF
UIFCBMMVQUIFàFMECZESJCCMJOHUPUIF
DFOUSFMJOFBOEQBTTJOHUPBUFBNNBUF
POUIFPUIFSTJEF*GBHPBMJTTDPSFE
PSUIFCBMMHPFTPVUPGQMBZ UIFDPBDI
QBSFOUBUUIBUFOETFSWFTUIFOFYUCBMM
JNNFEJBUFMZ

Ř An attacker must dribble past at least 1
defender before shooting.
Ř Allow one attacking player to drop into
their team’s half as a defender to create
a 3 v 3 situation.
Ř Remove restrictions and allow free
5 v 5 play.

r i4XJUDIumQMBZFSTTXBQSPMFTFWFSZ
NJOVUFT
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 3: “ATTACK ZONE”

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Five players (3 attackers, 2 defenders);
1 goalkeeper.

Ř If defenders win the ball, they can score
on either small goal.

Ř Work on a half field, with 1 large goal,
2 small goals (or gates marked out by
cones). Use small cones in a semi-circle
to mark out the “attack” zone around
the large goal.

Ř Add another defender to create a 3 v
3 situation. The 3rd defender starts
behind the attackers, and is “released”
when the ball moves into the attack
zone.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r 5IFEFGFOEFSTTUBSUPOPQQPTJUFTJEFT
PGUIFMBSHFHPBM5IFBUUBDLFSTGPSNB
MJOFCFUXFFOUIFTNBMMHPBMT
r i(PumBEFGFOEFSQBTTFTUIFCBMMUPBO
BUUBDLFSBOECPUIEFGFOEFSTSVOPVUPO
UPUIFàFMEUPDIBMMFOHFGPSUIFCBMM5IF
BUUBDLFSXIPSFDFJWFTUIFCBMMESJCCMFT
JUJOUPUIFBUUBDL[POFBOEUSJFTUPTDPSF 
TVQQPSUFECZIJTIFSUFBNNBUFT
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—DRIBBLING

ACTIVITY 4: “3 V 2 TO 4 V 3”

60
30 X 40
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
Ř Up to 12 players, in 2 teams;
1 goalkeeper per team.
Ř Team 1 starts as the attackers, with 3
players on the field. Team 2 starts as
the defenders, with 2 players at the
top of the penalty area, and 2 support
players positioned wide at the halfway
mark. Relief players wait behind their
team’s goal.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumUIF5FBNHPBMLFFQFSTFSWFT
UIFCBMMUPUIF5FBNBUUBDLFST XIP
ESJCCMFBOEQBTTUIFCBMMVQUIFàFME
BOEUSZUPTDPSF

60

r *G5FBNEFGFOEFSTXJOUIFCBMM UIF
XJEFTVQQPSUQMBZFSTDBOKPJOUIFN
BTUIFZUSZUPTDPSFPO5FBNTHPBM 
DSFBUJOHBWTJUVBUJPO
r i4XJUDIumSPUBUFQMBZFSTGSFRVFOUMZ 
BOESFTUBSUUIFHBNFXJUIOFXBUUBDLFST
BOEEFGFOEFST

OPTIONS:
Ř Introduce a time restriction, so that
attackers must shoot on goal within
10 seconds of gaining possession of
the ball.
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES—PASSING

ACTIVITY 1: “PASSING FOR POINTS”

60
30 X 40
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, in 2 equal teams;
plus 2 goalkeepers.

Ř Team scores an extra point if at least
3 players touch the ball before a shot
on goal.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Ř The number of passes leading up to a
goal adds to team’s total points (i.e. 3
passes before a goal equals 4 points).

r i(PumQSPDFFEXJUIBOPSNBMHBNF 
CVUQMBZFSTBSFMJNJUFEUPPOMZUISFF
UPVDIFTCFGPSFUIFZIBWFUPQBTTUP
BUFBNNBUF.PSFUIBOUISFFUPVDIFT
NFBOTUIFPUIFSUFBNHFUTUIFCBMM
r 6TFLJDLJOTSBUIFSUIBOUISPXJOTJGUIF
CBMMHPFTPVUPGCPVOET
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—PASSING

ACTIVITY 2: “WAVES OF ATTACK”

40
30 X 20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
r 6QUPQMBZFST JOFRVBMUFBNTQMVT
HPBMLFFQFST
r 5FBNTUBSUTBTUIFBUUBDLFST 
HBUIFSFEPOPOFTJEFPGUIFàFMEXJUI
BTVQQMZPGCBMMT5FBNTUBSUTBTUIF
EFGFOEFST XJUIQMBZFSTTQMJUFWFOMZ
CFTJEFUIFHPBMTBUCPUIFOETPGUIF
àFME

INSTRUCTIONS:

CBMMUPBOBUUBDLFSBOE5FBNDBOUSZ
UPTDPSFBHBJOBUUIFPQQPTJUFFOEPG
UIFàFMEXJUIUIFTBNFCBMM
r *G5FBNXJOTUIFCBMM 5FBNQMBZFST
IBWFUPSFUVSOUPUIFTJEFMJOFTBOE
BUUBDLBHBJOXJUIBOFXCBMM
r i4XJUDIumSPUBUFQMBZFSTGSFRVFOUMZBOE
IBWFUIFUFBNTTXJUDISPMFTBGUFSCBMMT
IBWFCFFOQMBZFETPUIBUFWFSZPOFIBT
BUVSOBUUBDLJOHBOEEFGFOEJOH

OPTIONS:

r i(PumUIFDPBDITIPVUTBOVNCFS
Ř Attacking team has to pass at least 3
GSPNUPBOE5FBNBUUBDLTXJUIUIF
times before shooting on goal.
DPSSFTQPOEJOHOVNCFSPGQMBZFST5FBN
Ř Award points based on the number of
TFOETPVUPOFMFTTEFGFOEFSFBDI
attackers on the field (i.e. attackers in a
UJNF FH JGUIFDPBDITIPVUTiuUIFO
4 v 3 situation get 4 points per goal).
5FBNTFOETPVUBUUBDLFSTBOE5FBN
SFTQPOETXJUIEFGFOEFST 
Ř Players can only touch the ball 3 times
before passing, or their team loses
r 5FBNDBOTDPSFPOFJUIFSHPBM"GUFS
possession of the ball.
FBDIHPBM UIFHPBMLFFQFSTFSWFTUIF
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—PASSING

ACTIVITY 3: “3 ZONE ATTACK”

60
30 X 40
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

r i4XJUDIumSPUBUFQMBZFSTGSFRVFOUMZ
TPUIBUFWFSZPOFIBTBUVSOJOUIF
PVUFS[POFT

r 5FOQMBZFST JOFRVBMUFBNT
QMVTHPBMLFFQFST

r 'PVSQMBZFSTGSPNFBDIUFBNTUBSUJOUIF
OPTIONS:
NJEEMF[POFPOFEFGFOEFSGSPNFBDI
Ř Allow a second middle zone player to
UFBNIBTUPTUBZJOUIFPVUFS[POFTUP
support the attacker dribbling the ball to
TVQQPSUUIFHPBMLFFQFS
create a 2 v 1 situation in the outer zone.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumUIFDPBDITFSWFTUIFCBMMJOUP
UIFNJEEMF[POF1MBZFSTQBTTUIFCBMM
JOUIBU[POFVOUJMBUFBNNBUFIBTUIF
TQBDFUPESJCCMFPVU5IFQMBZFSXJUI
UIFCBMMUIFOHPFTWBHBJOTUUIF
EFGFOEFSJOUIFPVUFS[POFBOEUSJFTUP
TDPSF*GUIFEFGFOEFSPSUIFHPBMLFFQFS
XJOTUIFCBMM UIFZQMBZJUUPUIFJS
UFBNNBUFTJOUIFNJEEMF[POF

Ř Add a second defender to cover the
support player.
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—PASSING

ACTIVITY 4: “THROUGH THE THIRDS”

60
30 X 40
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 14 players, in 2 equal teams;
plus 2 goalkeepers.

Ř Try to pass in just 2 touches. Then
introduce one-touch passes.

Ř Three players from each team start in
the middle zone; 2 players from each
team start in the outer zones, creating a
3 v 3 in the middle and 2 v 2 situations
in the outer zones.

Ř Allow players from the middle zone to
support their teammates in the outer
zones, creating a 5 v 5 situation.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumUIFDPBDITFSWFTUIFCBMM
JOUPUIFNJEEMF[POF5IFUFBNJO
QPTTFTTJPOQBTTFTUPPOFPGUIFJS
UFBNNBUFTJOUIFPVUFS[POF'SPN
UIFSF UIFBUUBDLFSTTIPPUUPTDPSFPO
UIFPUIFSUFBNTHPBM"MMQMBZFSTIBWF
UPTUBZJOUIFJSPXO[POFT
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Ř Modify the numbers based on available
players (i.e. 4 v 4 in the middle and 3 v
3 in the outer zones if you have more
players; or 2 v 2 and 1 v 1 if you have
fewer players).
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 1: “A SCORING COMBINATION”

40
30 X 25
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Eight players, in 2 teams;
plus 2 goalkeepers.

Ř Only players in the opposing team’s half
of the field can shoot on goal (i.e. the
attackers).

Ř Use cones in diagonal lines on both
sides of the field to narrow the playing
area from the halfway mark to the goal
posts, and to mark out the halfway line.
Ř Two players from each team must stay
in their designated half of the field.

Ř Players get an extra point if they
complete a one-touch goal (i.e. without
controlling the ball first).
Ř Allow players to move from one half to
the other and allow any player to shoot
from anywhere in the playing area.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumQMBZFSTUSZUPTDPSFPOUIF
PQQPTJOHUFBNTHPBM0OMZQMBZFST
JOUIFJSPXOUFBNTIBMGPGUIFàFME
DBOTIPPU JFUIFEFGFOEFST 5IFJS
UFBNNBUFTJOUIFPUIFSIBMGDBOQBTT
CBDLUPDSFBUFTIPPUJOHPQQPSUVOJUJFT
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 2: “OUT OF THE NEUTRAL ZONE”

40
30 X 25
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:
Ř Ten players, in 2 teams;
plus 2 goalkeepers.
Ř Use cones to mark out a narrow neutral
zone in the middle of the field.

r i4XJUDIumSPUBUFQPTJUJPOTBGUFSCBMMT
IBWFCFFOQMBZFE

Ř Three attackers and 2 defenders
in each half.

OPTIONS:

Ř A coach/parent stands on the sidelines
with a supply of balls.

r 5IFDPBDIQBSFOUBMUFSOBUFMZTFSWFT
UIFCBMMUPFBDIBUUBDLJOHUFBN

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(Pum1MBZFSTDBONPWFJOUPUIF
OFVUSBM[POFXIFOTIPPUJOH CVU
PUIFSXJTFNVTUTUBZJOUIFJSEFTJHOBUFE
IBMGPGUIFàFME5IFDPBDIQBSFOU
TFSWFTUIFàSTUCBMMJOUPUIFOFVUSBM[POF
BOECPUIUFBNTUSZUPTDPSF4IPUTPO
HPBMDBOPOMZCFUBLFOGSPNUIFOFVUSBM
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[POF8IFOUIFCBMMHPFTPVUPGQMBZ 
UIFDPBDIQBSFOUTFSWFTUIFOFYUCBMM
JNNFEJBUFMZ

r "EEBUJNFSFTUSJDUJPOQMBZFSTNVTU
TIPPUGSPNUIFOFVUSBM[POFXJUIJO
TFDPOETPGUBLJOHQPTTFTTJPOPG
UIFCBMM
r 1MBZFSTHFUBOFYUSBQPJOUJGUIFZ
DPNQMFUFBPOFUPVDIHPBM JFXJUIPVU
DPOUSPMMJOHUIFCBMMàSTU 
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 3: “SHOOT IN 4”

40
30 X 25
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Up to 12 players, in 2 equal teams;
plus 2 goalkeepers.

Ř Add neutral players (in different
coloured pinnies or t-shirts) positioned
wide on opposite sides of the field to
support whichever team has the ball.

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumQSPDFFEXJUIBOPSNBMHBNF 
CVUQMBZFSTIBWFBNBYJNVNPGGPVS
UPVDIFTPOUIFCBMMCFGPSFTIPPUJOH

Ř Players who complete a one-touch goal
on a cross-pass from one of the neutral
players get 3 points.

r 1MBZFSTHFUBOFYUSBQPJOUJGUIFZ
DPNQMFUFBPOFUPVDIHPBM JFXJUIPVU
DPOUSPMMJOHUIFCBMMàSTU 
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SMALL-SIDED GAMES

SMALL-SIDED GAMES—SHOOTING

ACTIVITY 4: “4 GOAL GAME”

50
30 X 30
20 METRES
METERS

SET UP:

OPTIONS:

Ř Eight players, in 2 equal teams;
plus 4 goalkeepers.

r "MMPXCPUIUFBNTUPTDPSFPOBOZPOF
PGUIFHPBMT

Ř Place a goal (or mark out a goal with
cones) on all 4 sides of the field.

r 1MBZFSTHFUBOFYUSBQPJOUJGUIFZ
DPNQMFUFBPOFUPVDIHPBM JFXJUIPVU
DPOUSPMMJOHUIFCBMMàSTU 

INSTRUCTIONS:
r i(PumPOFUFBNUSJFTUPTDPSFPOUIF
HPBMTPOUIFFOEMJOFT XIJMFUIFPUIFS
UFBNUSJFTUPTDPSFPOUIFHPBMTPO
UIFTJEFMJOFT
r 5IFàSTUUFBNUPTDPSFHPBMTXJOT
1MBZFSTGSPNUIFMPTJOHUFBNTXJUDI
QMBDFTXJUIUIFHPBMLFFQFST
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ON CANADA
SOCCER PATHWAY AND LONG-TERM PLAYER
DEVELOPMENT, PLEASE VISIT
CANADASOCCER.COM/PATHWAY

SECTION
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Y
.COM/PATHWA
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Sport Canada
pch.gc.ca
Ontario Soccer Association
ontariosoccer.net

British Columbia
Soccer Association
bcsoccer.net

Alberta Soccer Association
albertasoccer.com

Fédération de soccer
du Québec
federation-soccer.qc.ca

Newfoundland and Labrador
Soccer Association
nlsa.ca

Northwest Territories
Soccer Association
nwtkicks.ca

Soccer New Brunswick
soccernb.org
Yukon Soccer Association
yukonsoccer.yk.ca

Saskatchewan Soccer
Association
sasksoccer.com

Soccer Nova Scotia
soccerns.ns.ca

Manitoba Soccer
Association
manitobasoccer.ca

Prince Edward Island
Soccer Association
peisoccer.com

Nunavut Soccer Association
facebook.com/Nunavut
SoccerAssociation

CANADA SOCCER PATHWAY PARTNERS

